


user acceptance, and user identi�cation within and outside of the games. Po-
tential application areas range from general learning games to games for health,
training, and games for speci�c target groups such as children with dyslexia
or people with Parkinson's disease. Examples for motion-based serious games
for health are the so-called exergames, such as ErgoActive and BalanceFit for
prevention and rehabilitation [37]. Their promise lies in motivating players to
perform exercises that might otherwise be perceived as dull, repetitive, strenu-
ous, etc. However, since personal di�erences with regard to physical and gaming
abilities vary notably amongst the players, especially with speci�c heterogeneous
target groups as mentioned above, providing a personalized experience is crucial
in order to facilitate achieving the targeted positive outcomes.

Personalized learning games, as a further example, could o�er all learners
from a heterogeneous user group the possibility to make progress in a motivat-
ing and rewarding manner, and o�er increased chances and a more equal basis
regarding individual preparation for standardized expected learning outcomes,
such as passing an exam. The following often cited anonymous3 quote which
underlines the necessity for quali�ed individualized assessment when it comes to
heterogeneity is in-line with the basic promise of adaptive e-learning:

Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a �sh by its ability to climb a
tree, it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid. (Anonymous3)

In prede�ned, static (software) systems, an extensive adaptation to individual
user potentials and needs is typically not possible, because these systems can
only act within their prede�ned limits. Therefore, when talking about personal-
ized and adaptive games, one often thinks of games which actually can adapt - or
be adapted - beyond a limited set of prede�ned settings through an intelligently
acting engine. At this point, reference is often made to intelligent games and
Arti�cial Intelligence (AI). However, despite remarkable progress in AI in recent
years, as evidenced by projects such as the Human Brain Project [56] and promi-
nent advances in deep learning with neural networks [52], adding adaptivity or
personalization features to serious games in a fully automated manner (e.g.,
automatically producing adequate content for an individual player of a learn-
ing game without employing prede�ned manually selected sets or parametrized
collections) is not yet easily feasible.

The building blocks of modern arti�cial intelligence, such as machine learn-
ing and data mining techniques are, however, beginning to play an important
role in the development of adaptive and personalized serious games, since the
digital nature of serious games allows for recording and analyzing usage data.
The possibility to monitor interactions is the foundation of new research �elds
like game analytics or, in the educational context, learning analytics and educa-
tional data mining. Furthermore, such data could be used to synthesize objective
information about the state and progress of a user regarding the serious aim of
a game (e.g., progress on English vocabulary while exercising).

3 Whilst this �But if you judge a �sh...� saying is often quoted as originating from
famous physicist Albert Einstein, there is no substantive evidence that Einstein
really made this statement. [67]



In order to allow these potential bene�ts to unfold, players must remain
engaged over prolonged periods of time. This requires adequate game user ex-
perience design which must match the player type, play style, and preferences
of as many users as possible. In addition to this requirement, which can also be
stated for general game development, serious games must consider the success of
the desired serious outcome, which requires further careful balancing. In many
cases, user-centered iterative design and a small number of prede�ned di�culty
modes for manual adaptation (such as �easy�, �medium� and �hard�) do not pro-
vide enough �exibility. Additional manual settings can be made available, via
settings interfaces, to allow for a more personalized experience. However, play-
ers do not always want to interact with manual settings and they may interfere
with the player experience by, e.g., breaking the magic circle [45]. Automatic
adaptivity can reduce the potential negative impact of extensive manual adapt-
ability options by automatically tuning games to optimize and personalize game
experiences as well as to personalize interactions regarding the serious outcome.

For instance, digital game-based learning systems could utilize the learners'
intrinsic motivation for interaction and learning to keep them motivated and to
ultimately increase the learning outcome. Dynamic adaptive systems can help
with achieving these goals by adapting the educational games to the knowledge
level, skill, and experience of the users. Techniques for personalization can ad-
just the content and interaction schemes of virtual environments to make them
more attractive to the users. Digital game-based learning systems must con-
sider the heterogeneity of the users and their varying knowledge levels, cultural
backgrounds, usage surroundings, skills, etc. In a well-de�ned and controlled en-
vironment, the interaction schemes could be very homogeneous and modeled in
a deterministic fashion. For learning games this is usually not the case, because
everyone tends to learn di�erently. In the real world, one-to-one tutoring or
well-guided group learning that respect the heterogeneous properties of groups
of learners and individual learners can arguably produce the best educational
outcomes. Thus, targeting to replicate the customization and personalization
present in these antetype scenarios in the development of serious games appears
a reasonable pursuit. Moving towards that goal, however, requires advanced
adaptable and adaptive techniques, since the optimal setup cannot be deter-
mined prior to situated use.

For the example of adaptive digital game-based learning systems is that in
current systems, little or no concepts for adaptivity of educational techniques and
content to the learners' needs exist. Didactic adaptivity needs didactic models
based on learning theories, e.g., behaviorism, constructivism, cognitivism, etc.
[95]. For Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) such models have already been cre-
ated [95]. Ideally, these models would be designed in a generic, interoperable way
to allow for transfer to other ITS. The transfer of mature ITS models to virtual
environments seems to be the next logical step when thinking about adaptive
game systems [39],[91].

However, the development of such adaptive, or partially (automatically)
adaptive and partially (manually) adaptable systems is not trivial, as the ap-



proach comes with a broad range of challenges. In the remainder of this chapter
we will provide a more detailed overview on the general objectives of adaptivity
based on initial terms and de�nitions, together with a discussion of the main
challenges. These challenges encompass, but are not limited to, cold-start prob-
lems and co-adaptation. General approaches to implementations as well as two
implementation scenarios (game-based learning and games for health) are pre-
sented to provide a structured discussion of speci�c implementation challenges.
We will close with an overview of the most pressing open research questions and
indicate directions for future work.

1.1 Chapter Overview

This chapter is structured as follows.

Introduction The introduction (section 1) gives a short overview on basic
adaptivity principles and de�nes the scope and objectives. Furthermore, to
di�erentiate the scope of dynamic arti�cial adaptivity, the introduction also
includes some remarks on the broadly used term Arti�cial Intelligence (AI).

State-of-the-Art Section 2 on the state-of-the-art provides the reader with
starting points on the topic in general as well as with references to distinct
work and current research topics.

Adaptation Section 3 introduces the general principles of adaptation towards
personalized and adaptive serious games. This includes a clari�cation on the
terms personalization, customization, adaptation, and adaptivity. Secondly,
we di�erentiate between the concepts behind each of these terms and bring
them into an alignment with the general topic of this chapter.

Games for Health A manifestation of the adaptation concepts is provided
along the example of adaptive motion-based games for health (section 4).

Application Examples Subsequently, applications of some of the presented
methods, principles and techniques are presented in examplary use-cases
from learning games and games for health (section 5).

Challenges Personalization and adaptivity in games is a young research area
that is di�cult to aptly de�ne due to the large number of involved disciplines.
Accordingly, the sections on technical challenges (section 6) and research
questions (section 7) mark directions for future research.

Conclusion This chapter �nishes with a conclusion (section 8) and gives rec-
ommendations for further reading (section 9).

1.2 Scope of this Chapter

This chapter aims at providing readers with an initial understanding of the mo-
tivation of using adaptive techniques in serious games, and of the core challenges
that designing and implementing such systems entails. Examples illustrate how
adaptability and adaptivity may be realized in more speci�c application scenar-
ios, and major open challenges and paths for future work are presented. Dy-
namic adaptivity involves multiple disciplines ranging from initial game design



over software design and engineering to topics from arti�cial intelligence or mod-
eling tasks and up to aspects of game evaluation. Because of this multiplicity
and interdisciplinarity, only a subset of the disciplines involved can be presented
here. More details can be found in the remaining chapters of this book and in
the recommended literature (cf. section 9).

1.3 Remarks on AI

The term Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) [75] is widely used, but the interpretations
of what exactly arti�cial intelligence means di�er considerably. In the gaming
industry, AI has been stretched to a popular marketing term, encompassing
anything from simple if-then-else rules to advanced self-learning models. Never-
theless, AI techniques are commonly used in computer simulations and games;
typical examples are path�nding and planning [75],[58]. Behavior trees have be-
come very popular to model the behavior of Non-Player Characters (NPCs)
as seen in the high pro�le video games Halo 2, Bioshock, and Spore. In serious
games, however, the goal is to facilitate gameplay that optimally assists the users
in their endeavors for training, learning, etc. - and AI o�ers promising approaches
to this end. Regarding the aspect of NPC behavior, for example, AI driven NPCs
could be designed to produce more human behaviors, either in cooperative or
in competing ways, with the goal of allowing players to more naturally relate
to these arti�cial agents. In an educational context, this could mean that the
program attempts to mimic a tutor to provide individualized learning assistance.
The same is true for serious games in general where intelligent, arti�cial, coop-
erative players (e.g., NPCs) mimic supporting peers to achieve a common task.
Of course, this is still an emerging �eld of research. Truly human-alike behavior
for games falls under the umbrella of Strong AI or Arti�cial General Intelligence
(AGI). Strong AI aims at establishing systems which, in their behavior, cannot
be di�erentiated from humans, i.e., a perfect mimicry in the sense of a solution
to the Turing test [75]. �Intelligent� NPCs, as a potential direct embodiment of
the role of a human tutor outside of the realm of serious games, are an element
that can occur in a wide variety of serious games, and they can heavily bene-
�t from AI techniques [39],[44],[86],[95]. However, numerous other elements of
serious games (e.g., training intensity, prediction of di�culty parameters, com-
plexity of a given task, etc.) could arguably also bene�t from the wide array
of AI techniques. This does not necessarily encompass the full range of AGI
techniques, but could factor in advanced AI techniques which are less symbolic
and complex, such as automatically learned probabilistic models (e.g., dynamic
Bayesian networks) or natural language understanding (as an extension of basic
natural language processing) [75]. Since related work is often vague in describ-
ing the role and extent of AI techniques that are used to implement adaptivity
and personalization in serious games, future work should direct e�ort towards
(1) applying modern AI or AGI technologies like cognitive architectures [53] in
the context of personalized adaptive serious games; (2) being very speci�c about
the term AI; (3) clearly stating which technologies are implemented and if they
reasonably match the understanding of intelligent behavior.



2 State of the Art

Adaptivity and personalization have long been an active topic for applications
which target heterogeneous user groups. With the advent of theWorld Wide Web
Brusilovsky laid the foundation for adaptive and user model-based interfaces in
his work on adaptive hypermedia [15]. He described how adaptive hypermedia
systems can build a model of the user and apply it to adapt to that user. Adap-
tation could be the personalization of content to the user's knowledge and goals
or the recommendation of links to other hypermedia pages which promise to
be most relevant to the user [15]. This concept has been driven forward ever
since, for instance in the development of adaptive e-learning systems, so-called
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) [95]. It is a logical step to transfer the es-
tablished models and principles from ITS to serious games. Lopes and Bidarra
(2011) give a thorough overview on techniques for adaptivity in games and sim-
ulations [54]. They surveyed the research on adaptivity in general and discussed
the main challenges. In their paper they concluded that, among other methods,
procedural content generation and semantic modeling were promising research
directions [54].

In a broader view, adaptivity for games for entertainment is often masked
behind the term Arti�cial Intelligence (AI). However, the term AI is often some-
what overstretched as a pure marketing term, as noted above (cf. section 1.3).
Nevertheless, games for entertainment and serious games have at least one goal
in common: to motivate the user to play the game in a given session - and to
motivate to continue playing the game for prolonged periods. AI always played a
role in games [16] and the listing of all AI techniques that have been used in the
context of games is far beyond the scope of this chapter and subject to further
reading (cf. section 9). In 2007, the webpage aigamedev.com by A. Champan-
dard listed prominent examples for in�uential AI in games. These include (1)
Sim City as an example for complex simulations; (2) The Sims as an example
for emotional modeling; (3) Creatures showing the �rst application of machine
learning in games; (4) Halo for intelligent behavior of enemies with behavior
trees; (5) F.E.A.R. for an implementation of AI planning for context-sensitive
behavior; and (6) the strategy game Black & White which uses Belief-Desire-
Intention (BDI) modeling inspired by cognitive science research as well as ma-
chine learning techniques like decision trees and neural networks. Another game
AI example can be seen in the cooperative �rst-person shooter video game Left 4
Dead. The game intensity in Left 4 Dead is adapted following psychological mod-
els for increased tension and surprising moments. Other titles employ heuristics
to optimize the di�culty settings for the individual players, for instance in the
survival horror game Resident Evil 5 where a sub-range of a more �ne-grained
di�culty selection is determined through the manual di�culty choice of the play-
ers. The exact setting on the subscale, which a�ects multiple aspects of game
di�culty, is dynamic and based on the player performance. Such techniques are
most commonly referred to as dynamic di�culty adjustment or dynamic game
di�culty balancing.



Dynamic Di�culty Adjustment (DDA) is the automatic adaptation of the
di�culty level to the current level of the user, based on prede�ned general pa-
rameter ranges, or according to a user model. DDA is predominantly used in
entertainment games to increase the di�culty of the game along with the in-
creasing capabilities of the player. A commonly used manifestation of the DDA
balancing technique is rubber banding [68] which arti�cially boosts the possibil-
ities (as expressed in game resources) of players to increase their performance
when the actual performance drops below a certain threshold. Rubber banding
is often used in racing games, a popular example being Nintendo's Mario Kart.
In the case of Mario Kart, DDA has arguably helped making the game very
inviting for novice players, but the very visible boosts provided to trailing play-
ers and NPCs can potentially harm the experience of advanced players, since
weaker players receive advantages that may be perceived as being unfair [34].

DDA has also been implemented in the context of learning games. For game-
based intelligent tutoring systems, DDA has been employed by Howell and Veale
(2006) [44]. Their game-based ITS for learning linguistic abilities was designed
to attempt to keep learners immersed in the game, in a state of �ow, by dynami-
cally adjusting the di�culty level, while at the same time respecting educational
constraints to achieve learning targets. This balancing of serious games has also
been studied by Kickmeier-Rust and Albert (2012) in their work on adaptive
educational games [51]. Their report emphasizes the importance of creating an
�educational game AI� which dynamically balances educational serious games to
�achieve superior gaming experience and educational gains� [51].

Further examples for adaptive game balancing in other research projects
have been shown in the EU projects ELEKTRA and 80Days [70],[36]. ELEK-
TRA focuses on assessment and adaptation in a 3D adventure game: NPCs give
educational and motivational guidance by providing students with situation-
adaptive problem solving support [50]. The goal of the project was to utilize the
advantages of computer games and their design principles to achieve adaptive
educational games. People from various disciplines worked together, including
pedagogy, cognitive science, neuroscience, and computer science. The project
developed a methodology for designing educational games that was applied to a
3D adventure game demonstrator to teach physics, more precisely optics. This
methodology led to the development of an adaptive engine [70] which uses the
outcomes of evaluating the learner's performance by applying Bloom's taxonomy
[14]. The results are stored in a learner model which re�ects the skill level of the
learners. A further example for adaptive guidance is the Prime Climb game by
Conati and Maske (2009) [19]. Their study showed the educational e�ectiveness
of a pedagogic virtual agent, embodied as a magician NPC in the game world,
for a mathematics learning game.

In the 80Days project concepts for adaptive, interactive storytelling were de-
veloped to teach students geography. Göbel et al. (2010) introduce the concept
of Narrative Game-based Learning Objects (NGLOBs) to dynamically adjust
narratives for adventure-like, story-based educational games [38]. An implemen-
tation of adaptive, interactive storytelling with NGLOBs has been shown in the



EU project 80Days [38]. Another popular example for an interactive story is the
digital interactive �ction game Façade by Mateas and Stern (2005) [57]. Façade
makes use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) to allow the player to naturally
interact with a couple which invited the player to their home for a cocktail party.
The combination of an NLP interface and a broad spectrum of possible story
outcomes positively in�uences the game experience and immersion. Whereas the
technical aspects of the game have been received well, the drama aspects have
received mixed reviews [60].

An often cited example for an e�ective serious game is the DARPA-funded
Tactical Language and Cultural Training System (TLCTS) [49] for the US mil-
itary. However, as TLCTS is a combination of an adaptive ITS component for
skill development (the Skill Builder) and two games, only the ITS component
shows adaptive behavior [49].

The dynamic adjustment of game mechanics or content is another �eld of re-
search. Niehaus and Riedl (2009) present an approach to customize scenarios by
dynamically inserting or removing events from a scenario that relate to learning
objectives [62].

A major problem arises when the player �rst starts a game and the system
has no information on the user yet. A commonly used approach for the initial
phase of adaptation is stereotyping or classi�cation [95]. At the beginning, the
system utilizes questionnaires, or very early player performance observations, to
classify the knowledge or skill level of the users. Based on the results the system
can map the learner to prede�ned class-stereotypes, like �beginner�, �intermedi-
ate� or �expert�. This form of personalization is mostly applied to static games
with prede�ned learning pathways for each stereotype and does not consider
adaptation based on current learning contexts. An example for stereotyping in
serious games is S.C.R.U.B. which aims at teaching microbiology concepts to
university students [55].

On the technical side various software architectures and middlewares support
the development of adaptive serious games [70],[20],[65],[66]. The ALIGN system
architecture by Peirce et al. (2008) presents a way how to noninvasively intro-
duce adaptivity to games [70]. It has been applied in the educational adventure
game of the ELEKTRA project. The ALIGN system architecture can decouple
the adaptation logic from the actual game without mitigating the gameplay.
It is divided into four conceptual processes: the accumulation of context infor-
mation about the game state; the interpretation of the current learner state;
the search for matching intervention constraints; and a recommendation engine,
which applies the adaptation rules to the game. Further architecture examples
are the distributed architecture for testing, training and simulation in the mil-
itary domain, TENA [65], or the CIGA middleware for distributed intelligent
virtual agents [66]. The extensive software architecture of TENA [65] focuses on
interoperability for military test and training systems. The U.S. Department of
Defense (DoD) uses TENA for distributed testing and training. At its core, the
TENA middleware interconnects various applications and tools for the manage-
ment, monitoring, analysis, etc., of military assets. Via a gateway service they



can be linked with other conformant simulators that provide real sensor data or
data from live, virtual and constructive simulations (LVC) for the TENA envi-
ronment. The CIGA [66] middleware is an architecture to connect multi-agent
systems to game engines using ontologies as a design contract. It negotiates be-
tween the game engine on the physical layer and the multi-agent system on the
cognitive layer [66].

Most game engines come with built-in arti�cial intelligence (AI) procedures
for common problems such as path�nding and NPC behavior. But since game
engines have a generic characteristic to allow the creation of a variety of di�er-
ent game types for di�erent genres, the AI in such game engines is often not
tailored towards speci�c needs in serious games. When additional AI function-
ality is needed, various game AI middlewares exist to incorporate speci�c AI
functions to existing games. Examples range from more sophisticated path plan-
ning algorithms for massive amounts of NPC steering, to dynamically extendable
models like behavior trees for intelligence-akin behavior, or to machines learn-
ing algorithms to learn human-like behavior. However, AI packages for use in
terms of adaptivity and personalization in serious games development are not
yet commonly available.

3 General Principles of Adaptation

This section introduces the general principles of personalized and adaptive seri-
ous games. The general objectives of adaptivity are discussed, i.e., why one may
want to make a game adaptive at all. The section includes clari�cations regard-
ing the understanding of the di�erentiation between the varying terms around
adaptation, i.e., adaptivity, adaptation, personalization, and customization. In a
broader view and in general applications these terms are often used as synonyms
to describe the user-centered adjustments of systems; but in the context of this
chapter, with its discussions of the core principles of adaptation, we employ more
nuanced de�nitions and di�erentiations. We discuss several approaches to adapt-
ability and adaptivity and introduce concepts for the dimensions of adaptation.
Since adaptation is an ongoing process we describe the adaptive cycle and one
possible manifestation of this model for adaptive serious games. Related to that
is the question when and how to start an adaptive cycle; this is discussed in the
sections on the cold-start problem and on co-adaptation.

3.1 Objectives of Adaptivity

Adequately matching challenges presented in a game with the capabilities and
needs of its players is a prerequisite to good player experience. Furthermore,
the �serious� purpose of a serious game must be taken into account, i.e., the
desired successful outcome of playing a serious game, such as achieving individual
learning or health goals. This challenge has been discussed in an early work which
stood at the beginning of a �eld that is now called game user research [22].



Since then, game user researchers have connected such game-related consid-
erations to candidate psychological models, mostly from motivational and be-
havioral psychology, including �ow by Csikszentmihalyi [23], Behavior Change
by Fogg [31], and Self-Determination Theory (SDT) by Deci [26]. As a needs-
satisfaction model, SDT explains (intrinsic) motivation based on pre-conditions
that lie in a range of needs that must be satis�ed, namely competence, auton-
omy, and relatedness. Rigby and Ryan provide a detailed argument how video
games have managed to ful�ll these needs better and better during the last 30
years of video game history [72]. Due to their common relation to motivation
SDT and �ow do have similarities, although SDT is arguably concerned with
conditions that enable intrinsic motivation to arise while �ow is more concerned
with conditions that enable sustained periods of intrinsically motivated actions
[85]. In the remainder of this section, we will focus on how these theoretical
models relate to adaptability and adaptivity in serious games.

Fig. 1. The Flow model (based on Csikszentmihalyi [23]). Adaptivity (dotted arrow-
lines) can support keeping the user's interaction route through the game (arrow-lines)
in the �ow channel between perceived skill and challenge level.

Flow theory by Csikszentmihalyi [23] is one of the most prominently cited
theories that discusses the psychological foundations of motivation. It introduces
so-called enabling factors, such as a balance of challenges and skills. According
to Csikszentmihalyi, �ow is a state of being fully �in the zone� that can occur
when one is engaging in an activity that may have very positive e�ects. As an
underlying reason, he discusses an enjoyment that may be explained by evolu-
tionary bene�ts of performing activities that trigger the state of �ow, which in
turn leads to increased motivation to repeatedly perform an activity [23]. Flow
theory has been connected both to games (by Csikszentmihalyi himself and also
by Chen [17]) and also explicitly to serious games (e.g., by Ritterfeld et al. [73]).



This connection can easily be understood when considering the conditions under
which �ow can occur: Csikszentmihalyi argues that there are nine preconditions
that need to be present in order to attain a state of �ow when performing an
activity. The most prominent precondition is an optimal balance of risk of fail-
ure (i.e., �challenge�, as mentioned above; which may translate to risk of losing
a game life, level, or an entire game when considering �ow in games) and the
chance to attaining a goal (i.e., �skill�, which in games may mean winning some
points, a level, a bonus, or the whole game). A visual representation of this bal-
ance can be seen in �gure 1, which also highlights that this balance is subject to
change over time due to the developing, deteriorating, or temporarily boosted
or hindered level of skill of each individual player. This is an early indicator of
the need for a dynamic level of challenge (e.g., adaptive di�culty) in games.
While increasing levels of challenge are usually achieved by pre-de�ned game
progression to a certain extent, this is rarely optimal with regard to the actual
skill development of any speci�c individual (since user-centered design optimizes
game experiences for groups of users). Returning to to remaining prerequisites
for �ow according to Chen, the activity must also

� lead to or present clear goals (e.g., �save at least �ve bees�, �open the door
by solving a puzzle�),

� give immediate feedback (e.g., �the door opens given the right pass-code�),
� action and awareness must merge (e.g., no need to look at the controller in
order to move),

� concentration on the task at hand (e.g., little to no interruption, for example
with non-matching menus, of the actual game content),

� a sense of potential and control (e.g., �I [my avatar] can jump incredibly
far�),

� a loss of self-consciousness (in many games, players may get almost fully
transported �out of their physical bodies�),

� a sense of time altered (e.g., in games players often only notice how much
time they actually spent on them after a game session has �nished), and

� the activity appearing autotelic (most players play games because they like
to and not because they are told to, or because they are getting paid to do
so) [23].

More examples of conditions in games that can be facilitating factors for �ow
have been discussed in related work [88],[21]. Considering the preconditions men-
tioned above it does not come as a surprise that Csikszentmihalyi explicitly re-
lates to games as a good example of activities which can lead to �ow experiences.
While all the aforementioned preconditions are subject to di�erences between
individuals, the balance of challenges and skills presents a tangible model which
can serve as the foundation for approaches to adaptivity in games and serious
games [73]. The complex nature of the challenge of balancing a game so that it
does not only manage to capture some players sometimes but most of the play-
ers most of the time also delivers a good explanation for the presence of manual
di�culty choices, such as those presented in settings menus, in many - and even
in very early - video games.



The ultimate goal of an adaptive educational game is to support players in
achieving progress towards individual learning goals. Since technical measure-
ment methods for the direct and e�ective assessment of knowledge gain in the
human brain are not available [13],[2], the evaluation of learning e�ciency has
to be done indirectly by assessment tests or other forms of interaction or data
analysis processes. The idea behind adaptive educational games is that the users
experience an increased �ow resulting in an increased game immersion, which
in turn positively increases the user's intrinsic motivation to interact, play and
learn - and ultimately to produce an increased learning outcome.

Oftentimes the ingrained purpose of serious games is not just to perform
a speci�c activity (often repeatedly), but also to have a lasting e�ect on the
players' traits or behavior. A prominent model for behavioral change is the Fogg
Behavior Model (FBM) (�gure 2). The FBM has been developed in relation
to general interactive media and stems from research on persuasive design [31].
In comparison to �ow and other motivational theories, which discuss the mo-
tivational support, the FBM and related skill development theories discuss the
enabling factors of ability. The FBM states further factors that are not con-
sidered in the �ow model, framing a broader view that is necessary to explain
the arguably broader outcome of behavioral change (as opposed to explaining
momentary motivation, which is tackled by the �ow model).

Fig. 2. An illustration of the action line of the Fogg Behavior Model (FBM); it conveys
the principle that certain amounts of motivation and ability to change behavior are
required in order to allow provided triggers for change to succeed. [31]

In the larger picture of serious games, it is interesting to notice that it will
likely be desirable to induce phases of serious game interaction that are not spent
in a state of �ow in order to allow for self-aware re�ection (for example after
completing an exercise in a motion-based game for health). Re�ection can play
an important role when learning to complete complex tasks or exercises [7, 29]
and it can also play a key role in behavioral change.



3.2 Personalization and Adaptivity

Since the terms personalization and adaptivity, as well as customization and
adaptability are used di�erently and sometimes interchangeably, it is important
to provide an understanding of how the terms are used in the context of this
chapter. Regarding their general meaning, we de�ne the terms as speci�ed in
table 1.

Table 1. Our de�nitions of the various adaptation terms.

Concept De�nition

Adaptability The fact that a system is not �xed, but can be changed (to
the needs of users, to changing environmental contexts, etc.;
changes are usually understood to be performed manually).

Customization The act of changing a system to the needs of a user group
or individual user (manually or automatically; may
can be done by the group itself or by the user him- or herself,
but may also be done by third parties; often related to the
appearance or content of the given system).

Personalization The act of changing a system to the needs of a speci�c indi-
vidual user (often automatic but does not have to be, i.e.,
can be understood as a speci�c form of customization with
a focus on individuality; personalization is also often related
to appearance or content).

Adaptivity The fact that a system is not �xed, but dynamically changes
over time (to adjust to the needs of users or an individual
user, or to adjust to changing environmental contexts, etc.;
typically happens automatically; often related to settings
and parameters present in the given system).

In this understanding, adaptability and adaptivity can be means to achieve
customization or personalization. Furthermore, personalization and adaptivity
can at times be used in very similar contexts, but they make a di�erent emphasis:
the change to accommodate an individual (personalization), or the change that
happens automatically (adaptivity). Accordingly, constructions such as auto-
matic personalization or personal adaptivity can be formed to describe the same
concept from di�erent angles. Notably, these terms describe apparent properties
of systems and do not de�ne the techniques that are employed to achieve these
ends.

In the context of serious games, a personalized game is adapted to the learn-
ers' individual situation, characteristics, and needs, i.e., it o�ers a personalized
experience. The psychological background is that personalized content can cause
a signi�cantly higher engagement and a more in-depth cognitive elaboration (in-
depth information processing) [71],[89].



As indicated in the de�nitions above (table 1), personalization can either
be achieved manually or automatically by adapting the content, appearance,
or any other aspect of the system. Di�erent users have di�erent preferences
and many computer games o�er the possibility for adjustment, e.g., brightness
level, sound volume or input devices settings on the technical side, and on the
content-side, for instance, di�culty levels, or game character or avatar pro�les.
Adaptivity, on the other hand, means the automatic adjustment of game software
over time, be it either technical parameters or on the content-level. Technical
adaptivity can, for example, be realized through the automatic setup of a game
to best �t the user's surroundings.

Adaptivity of serious games content can mean the dynamic adjustment of
learning paths, the dynamic creation of personalized game content with e.g.,
procedural generation or user- or task-centered recommendations. Adaptivity
of content is typically achieved by applying techniques from the �eld of AI. It
is important to notice that adaptivity typically involves a temporal component,
i.e., the adaptive systems evolve over time by adjusting their internal parameters
given acquired data from former states. This concept results in the adaptive cycle
where each cycle re�nes the system [90]. The mechanisms behind the re�nement
process could be manifold and typically often arise from the �eld of AI since the
system employs some form of optimization.

Customization is another term that is frequently used in the context of
serious games and while it is sometimes used interchangeably with the term
personalization, there is a subtle di�erence. In many cases where personaliza-
tion relates to automatically individualized experiences (alas to adaptivity as
mentioned above), meaning that a system is con�gured or adjusted implicitly
without interaction by the user, customization relates to manual, explicit adjust-
ments and choices made by the users to optimize their experience (alas employing
adaptability as mentioned above). Furthermore, customization is not necessarily
tailored towards the needs of individual players, but it may also target speci�c
player groups or other user groups in the ecosystem around serious games.

Lastly, it is important to realize that many systems will employ designs that
mix elements of adaptivity and adaptability, so users may have a say in the
adjustments considered by the adaptive system, or the selection of choices made
available in an interface for adaptability may have been produced dynamically
with adaptive components. We will provide a more detailed discussion of the
dimensions of adaptive systems in section 3.5

3.3 Approaches to Adaptability

When designing and implementing adaptable serious games, meaning games that
allow for manual adjustments, the focus lies on achieving a good usability and
the user experience in the user interaction with the settings interfaces for explicit
manual adjustments. This means that typical desirable goals like e�ciency and
e�ectiveness as key elements of usability [41] play a role while the experience of
interacting with the adjustment options should also be enjoyable (which is a key
component of user experience [41]).



In order to achieve these goals, methods from interaction design, such as
iterative user-centered [5] or participatory [77] design play an increasingly im-
portant role in the development of settings interfaces and settings integration
for serious games [83]. As a �rst step, the parameters that will be presented
to the players must be isolated. In regular games monolithic one-dimensional
di�culty settings are often employed (such as �easy�, �medium� and �hard�), al-
though the parameters typically map to a number of game variables (such as
amount of energy, number of opponents, power-ups, etc.). Serious games should
take considerable measures to optimize the match between the heterogeneous
capabilities and needs of the players, and the content and challenges that are
presented. Settings interfaces in this area often present more �ne-grained pa-
rameters for tuning, in order to provide a more direct in�uence on the resulting
game experience. A detailed example of such a development will be presented
below in the section on the motion-based games for health (cf. chapter 4).

Furthermore, the game developers need to decide whether to use player-based
or game-based parametrization.

Game-centric parametrization means that settings are made per-game and the
parameters typically represent aspects of the speci�c game. The level
of abstraction can vary from terms as general and abstract as sim-
ply �di�culty� to speci�c descriptions of ingame, deep-in�uencing
parameters (e.g., �amount of health� of a player character).

Player-centric parametrization means that settings are made on a per-user ba-
sis. In such scenarios, the parameters typically relate to the psy-
chophysiological abilities and needs of a user (e.g., �range of motion�
in a motion-based game for health). This model is frequently used
when a suite of rather small (�mini� or �casual� style) games are em-
ployed as a suite targeting a serious purpose since the settings can
be transferred from one small game to the other without additional
con�guration overhead. However, in such cases, an additional techni-
cal challenge arises in the mapping from the general per-user settings
to the speci�c game parameters in the di�erent games. Such map-
pings are often not linear, may be di�cult to generalize across user
populations, and generally require careful testing and balancing.

Mixed methods, where, e.g., settings are made on player-centric parameters while
still being made per game are also possible, as are group-based settings.

3.4 Approaches to Adaptivity

When designing adaptive serious games, meaning games that automatically ad-
just to the player abilities and needs, the focus lies on a good playability and
player experience, and it can be argued - perhaps somewhat counter-intuitively
- that getting these aspects right is even more important than it is in the case
of purely adaptable games. While many aspects of computation are inherently
about automation [78], if the automation does not respect the intentions of the



user, or even comes to hinder them, the most basic principles of usability and
user experience can easily be violated. This has been discussed more extensively
in the general literature on human-computer interaction, especially along the
challenges with early embodied conversational agents. One prominent example
of such an agent is the notorious �Clippy� which was present in some versions of
Microsoft Word and led to numerous problems especially with more advanced
users [59]. The same principles do, however, also apply to (serious) games, even
though a playful setting may potentially render players more accepting of ine�-
ciencies. While many adaptive systems are designed to address these concerns by
implementing some form of explicit preliminary, live, or retroactive interaction
with the automated system, which we will discuss in detail in the section on the
dimensions of adaptation (cf. section 3.5), all adaptive systems in the context
of serious games are at least partially automated. This means that they must
implement some form of performance evaluation in order to measure or estimate
the impact of the current parameter settings on the player performance. Adap-
tive systems must also implement some form of an adjustment mechanism that
adjusts the parameter settings depending on the outcome of the performance
evaluation [1].

The exact realization of such an automated optimization process can take
many forms and the adjustments does not have to be limited to tuning existing
parameters. As examples from, e.g., learning games show, additionally prepared
or generated content can be a means for adjustment next to more traditional
approaches, such as heuristics or machine-learning techniques for tuning game
variables.

One of the most common forms of adaptivity in games is heuristics-based
adaptivity for dynamic game di�culty balancing, i.e., Dynamic Di�culty Ad-
justment (DDA). As illustrated in �gure 3, the di�culty is either increased or
decreased, depending on the player performance, which can be measured on one
or multiple variables. If the performance is below a certain threshold, indicating
that the game may be too hard, the di�culty is decreased. Otherwise, if the
performance is above a certain threshold, indicating that the game is currently
too easy, the di�culty is increased.

Adjustments can be performed on the basis of a single parameter, or with a
direct in�uence on multiple variables. The variable game parameter mappings
are usually determined and �ne-tuned with iterative testing. The same applies
to the thresholds, which can be either discrete, fuzzy, or quasi-continuous. De-
pending on the amount of adjustments and type of the parameters that are
adjusted, the di�culty settings can be either visible or more or less invisible.
This is closely linked to one of the largest challenges with straight-forward dy-
namic di�culty adjustment: Since the goal of the adaptive system is to notably
impact player performance or experience, the adjustments usually lead to notable
changes in the game, which in turn lead to a resulting di�culty that deviates
around the current theoretically �optimal� settings for any given player. This
e�ect is called rubber banding [68] and it can be perceived as annoying, or even
unfair, especially when it a�ects other player or non-player entities in games,



Fig. 3. Di�culty adjustment based on performance. The thick arrow indicates a possi-
ble range of performance from low to high. Three sections on the range of performance
determine whether di�culty for the player should be increased, decreased, or left un-
changed.

e.g., a computer-controlled opponent in a car racing game. A frequently refer-
enced example for this rubber banding e�ect is the Mario Kart series. Despite
the notable challenges, more subtle adjustments, such as slightly supporting the
user with aiming (which is widely used in �rst-person shooters on gaming con-
soles) [92], or more readily available supply of resources (e.g., health packs) [46],
have been shown to be successful in improving the overall game experience or
performance.

Figure 3 has a resemblance to the �ow model that shows very clearly how the
approach of dynamic di�culty adjustments in games directly aims at addressing
the prerequisite of presenting an adequate balance of challenges relative to the
skills of an individual user. This connection has been discussed by Chen [17],
who not only underlines the connection between DDA and �ow but also remarks
on the potential challenges when control is taken away from the player in fully
automated systems. Chen [17] suggests a system where manual game di�culty
choices are available, but integrated as credible choices in the game world, in
order to avoid �breaking the magic circle� of a game [85]. Embedded di�culty
choices have been shown to increase users perceived autonomy compared to fully
automated DDA [85].

Since user skills are not a constant, both adaptable and adaptive systems
face further challenges, as both users and the game undergo complex changes
over time. Various forms of user models [30] have been explored to aggregate
and estimate changes in players over time [48],[18]. Machine-learning techniques,
such as self-organizing maps [27], decision trees [93], neural networks [94],[11] or
reinforcement learning [6], have been employed to facilitate more complex opti-
mizations or general decision making especially for many-to-many and nonlinear
parameter mappings.

Next, we will discuss the multidimensional aspects of adaptivity and user
involvement and the multiple layers of skill-in�uencing factors.



3.5 Dimensions of Adaptation

Making a system adaptive is a speci�c form of automation where the system
takes over individual actions or larger activities that would otherwise have to be
handled manually. In many cases, this opens possibilities for more �ne-grained,
frequent, or complex operations than what would have been possible with manual
control. On the other hand, as mentioned above, getting automation �right� is
crucial in order to avoid negative impacts on the usability, user experience, or the
intended serious goals of a system. Related work from automation has framed
such considerations in ways that are relevant to the development of adaptive
serious games. Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens [69] have produced a model
of types and levels of automation that describes the general process of designing
and implementing automation systems (�gure 4).

1. The model begins with the question of �What should be automated?�, which
in the case of serious games can range from general �di�culty settings�, over
speci�c challenging aspects, such as the required range of motion in a game
for therapy, up to very complex aspects such assemblies of learning materials.

2. The next step �identify types of automation� is split into four types, all of
which are frequently present in parallel in adaptive serious games, highlight-
ing the complexity of these types of adaptive systems.

3. The model then suggests a decision on the level of automation that can range
from fully automatic execution without informing the user about changes
or o�ering options to in�uence the actions taken by the adaptive systems,
to a system that o�ers a range of alternative suggestions for adjustments
that the user must manually choose from (see 4 for a summary of levels of
automation).

4. In the next step, the model suggests a primary evaluation based on per-
formance criteria that are closely linked to usability in terms of interaction
design.

5. Depending on these criteria, an initial selection of types and levels of au-
tomation is made which is then evaluated for secondary criteria, such as
reliability and outcome-related costs, leading to a �nal selection of types
and levels of automation.

We propose an adaptation of the model in order to make it �t for adaptive serious
games. In this light, the �rst decision would be phrased as �Which aspects of
the serious game should be adaptive?�. Again, it could be a single parameter
that in�uences di�culty, such as the maximum speed in a racing game, or more
complex aspects, such as the content or the game mechanics. The layer of types of
automation can be related directly to the basic components of adaptive games
by Fullerton et al. [33]: Information acquisition and information analysis are
components of the performance evaluation. Decision and action selection, as
well as action implementation, are parts of the adjustment mechanism. Notably,
some aspects of these steps are usually �xed or thresholded in the design phase of
a game while some �exibility remains which then gives room to adaptive change
during use.



Fig. 4. Levels of adaptation as well as a design and development work�ow for adaptive
systems in the context of serious games.



Due to the importance of player experience as a prerequisite for successful
outcomes regarding the serious intent, the level of automation requires further
consideration. Under closer observation, the scale suggested by Sheridan [78]
mixes multiple aspects of automation that should be discussed separately, al-
though - in most cases - they are interrelated. One dimension is the basic level
of automation, which can range from fully automatic to fully manual. Addi-
tional aspects are the frequency with which adjustments are made (which can
range from constantly to never), the extent of changes that are made (which can
range from a single, non-central element of the experience to encompassing the
whole interaction experience), the visibility or explicitness [34] of changes that
are made (which can range from completely invisible, not notable, to full visible,
or salient), and also the aspect of user control over the changes that are made
(which can range from no control at all to full manual control over every step, as
indicated by Sheridan [78]). Other aspects which represent similar dimensions
for design choices are (1) long-termedness; (2) target user group size; (3) game
variable granularity; (4) explicitness of user feedback as it is provided by the
user; (5) implicitness of the feedback data taken into account for adaptivity; (6)
explorativeness of the adaptive system; (7) parameter complexity, and (8) the
system's inherentness regarding the feedback.

While there are likely more aspects that become evident when designing for
a speci�c use-case, this shows that any system must take a carefully designed
position or subspace in a very complex, high-dimensional design space of adap-
tive systems. Additional complications are added with complex application areas
such as serious games. This has implications not only for the design, implemen-
tation, and testing of adaptive systems, but also for any research on them, since
these aspects can in�uence the outcomes of studies on the functioning or the
acceptance of adaptive systems.

Following with the next step of the model, the usability-centric criteria pre-
sented in the general model on automation must be augmented with more speci�c
criteria forming a notion of playability and player experience. In many use-cases
of serious games, criteria from accessibility would also play a more important
role. Lastly, outcomes with regard to the serious intent of the game must become
part of the primary evaluative criteria.

The secondary outcome criteria should be augmented with evaluations of
ecological applicability and validity, meaning that it must be clear whether the
solution can e�ectively be applied in real usage contexts (and not only in lab-
oratory tests), and whether the optimizations still function with regard to the
primary goals.

Given the complexity of adaptive systems in the context of serious games,
arriving at a near optimal system is likely to require multiple system design it-
erations based both on primary and secondary evaluative criteria. In this light,
it also becomes clear how this model is a detailed realization of a general iter-
ative design model (typically a cycle of analysis, design, implementation, and
evaluation), as for instance presented by Hartson et al. [41].



3.6 The Adaptive Cycle

The grounding principle of evolving adaptation is the general cycle of adaptive
change, or �Panarchy� as Gunderson and Holling describe it [40]. Panarchy is a
cycle of adaptive change, proceeding through �forward-loop� stages of exploita-
tion, consolidation and predictability, followed by �back-loop� phases of novel
recombination and reorganization (�gure 5). The principle of adaptive manage-
ment alone is inherent to almost all human and natural systems where decisions
have been made iteratively using feedback acquired from observations. A famous
technical application of an adaptive cycle is seen in the Kalman Filter and its
derivatives [75]. This algorithm has prediction and update steps to re�ne esti-
mates of unknown variables based on a set of noisy or inaccurate measurements
observed over time. An example would be to determine the exact position of a
moving object, e.g., a vehicle, when observing its movement.

Fig. 5. The Adaptive Cycle by Gunderson [40]; temporal changes in a system iteratively
proceed through the phases of reorganization, growth, conservation and release.

The Panarchy principle can also be found in a 4-phased adaptive cycle for
software systems. A typical 4-phased adaptive cycle consists of the acquisition
and processing phases of capturing and analysis, to the phases of selection and
presentation of new or modi�ed (adapted) content (�gure 6). Shute et al. [79]
present such a 4-phased adaptive cycle for adaptive educational systems which
also includes a learner model. Without loss of generality, this model can also
be adapted to serious games in general; the learner model then becomes a user
model without didactic and pedagogical concepts and it can also be related
to performance analysis (capture and analyze) and an adjustment mechanism
(select and present) as the general components of any adaptive game discussed
above.

Before implementing each phase the general goals of the targeted adaptive
system must be well-de�ned. One design pattern is to start with the outcome, i.e.,
the presentation phase, and proceed backwards to the selection, analysis, and



Fig. 6. 4-process adaptive cycle for adaptive learning systems (based on [79]); the
dynamic system is updated through the phases capture, analyze, select and present.

capturing phases. A clear understanding of the expected output is oftentimes
helpful in de�ning the input and the processes.

The �rst phase captures the interaction data of the users. For games this
could include the mouse click positions, performance data, identi�er names of
selected game objects, or other interaction events like starting or stopping the
game, or technical data like changes in network connection bandwidth. With
additional sensor or input devices, more data can be captured, for example, the
loudness of the surroundings can be determined using a microphone; or with
an eye-gaze tracker the eye �xations regarding speci�c objects in a game can
be recorded [51]. Other possible suitable types of data include speech, gesture,
posture, or haptic data. Of course, not everything which can be captured is
necessary for the adaptation process. The nature of the captured data has to be
speci�ed in the early phases of the software design process. Regarding data reduc-
tion and data economy, one has to keep in mind privacy or ethical constraints
when implementing data acquisition methods [28], although by implementing
anonymization techniques or reduced personalization components the problems
can be mitigated [8].

The second phase is the analysis of the captured data. In this the phase, the
actual �intelligence� happens, i.e., an adaptation engine must attempt to �read�
the captured data to infer the user's state or performance. This process can
include qualitative or quantitative analysis techniques, analysis of cognitive or
non-cognitive variables, machine learning, data mining, or other techniques from
arti�cial intelligence. For well-de�ned domains, Bayesian networks could be used



to probabilistically infer a cognitive state from observed (non-cognitive) variables
[75]. The deduced information is then stored in the user model as the basis for the
selection phase. After multiple interaction cycles, the analysis typically improves
(higher precision) since (historic) data already stored in the user model can be
used in addition to any data from the current interaction. Initially, a system can
only act on the captured data of the �rst run. One strategy to this cold-start
problem is to provide the adaptation engine with more data in the �rst cycle,
i.e., by directly asking the user a set of questions. Additionally, when the system
has access to other user models, this could be used to classify the user. Data
mining techniques like pattern matching or collaborative �ltering could be used
to �nd similar patterns in the user models of other users.

After an analysis of the captured data, the result is stored in the user model
(or learner model). This model is dynamic and represents the user's current
state in the space of all possible interaction combinations. In this phase, the
system has to determine when and how to adapt. This is the actual adaptation
(adaptivity) process: based on the collected and analyzed data, the system selects
that content which best �ts the user's context. The selection process can either
select matching content from a pool of available resources, or it can generate
new content, e.g., with techniques like procedural content generation [54].

After the selection process, a response has to be presented to the user. The
simplest case would be a direct presentation, i.e., a newly selected content could
directly be shown to the user without modi�cations. In other cases, system ad-
justments can be more subtle, or can be enacted over time, following the range of
design choices suggested in the previous section on the dimensions of adaptation
(section 3.5).

3.7 When, What and How to Adapt

This section discusses the main challenges which arise when asking when, what,
and how to adapt. Answers to these questions concern multiple disciplines,
i.e., game design, software engineering, cognitive science, pedagogy, evaluation
methodologies, etc. An adaptive system typically evolves over time [40],[79]. This
temporal aspect is re�ected in the adaptive cycle where each cycle re�nes the
system one step closer to be personalized to the user's needs (cf. previous section
3.6 and �gures 5 and 6). Each of the following questions can be mapped to the
4-phased adaptive cycle, although some of the questions involve more than one
phase.

When to adapt, is a key question of adaptivity, because adaptivity must be
justi�ed at each and every step when a user is playing an adaptive game.
An adaptive software system must have some kind of reaction model which
determines when to start the adaptation process. For an adaptive serious
game, the measure could be a decrease in motivation (e.g., captured indi-
rectly through a number of unsuccessful repetitions); or when their assessed
e�ectiveness is below a certain threshold (e.g., learning progress measured



by questionnaires). Hence, the software must constantly measure the current
state of the user to be able to react to deviations which hinder the user to
reach the targeted goals. In the 4-phased adaptive cycle this is done in the
selection process after the system has analyzed to observed interaction data.

What to adapt concerns the question which media, game mechanics, rules, as-
sets, etc. can be designed and utilized in an adaptive way. This involves game
design aspects, for example, modularized content which can be realigned in
a dynamic fashion and which can sometimes exist independent of context,
i.e., stand-alone. For games, the content often cannot directly be divided
into atomic parts because of narrative constraints. Breaking up the storyline
typically also breaks the narrative coherence and, therefore, has negative
impacts on immersion. A comprehensive overview on game elements that
could be adapted is given by Lopes and Bidarra [54]. They list examples for
commercial games and academic research along the dimensions game worlds,
mechanics, AI or NPC, narratives, and scenarios or quests.

How to adapt involves the mechanics behind the adaptation, i.e., the possi-
bilities given by the underlying software architecture or by techniques from
Arti�cial Intelligence. In the 4-phased adaptive cycle this question typically
concerns the presentation phase, but with strong entailment of the result of
the previous selection phase.

3.8 Cold-Start Problem

Two challenges that frequently arise with adaptive systems are cold-start and co-
adaptation. Cold-start is known as a common challenge from machine learning
and describes the problem of making �rst predictions in the absence of a proper
amount of data. This problem is prevalent in adaptive serious games, since sys-
tems are usually designed to adapt to individual players, who, at one point in
time, are all new users for whom no performance data have been recorded. A
common approach to this challenge is, �rst of all, to assure careful user-centered
iterative design and balancing, creating a game that works comparatively well
for an average population. This can be augmented by

� calibration procedures;
� models that require manual settings before �rst play sessions;
� taking into account the performance and development of user groups that
are very similar to the new user (similarity can be determined by prior tests,
questionnaires, or very early performance data);

� taking into account established models of development based on the applica-
tion use-case (e.g., a typical rehabilitation curve after a prosthetic implant
with motion-based games for the support of rehabilitation); or simply

� refraining from any adaptivity until enough data has been captured to inform
the model in order to avoid maladaptations.

3.9 Co-Adaptation

The challenge of co-adaptation can be explained well in relation to the problem
of rubber banding [68]. In real prolonged use of any serious game, the player



capabilities and needs are not only complex and multivariate, they also change
(adapt) over time in a nonlinear fashion; the user adapts to changes in the adap-
tive system. This can lead to situations where a system adapts settings in a
speci�c way and the user adapts to handle these settings even though they are
not objectively optimal, and in worst-case scenarios may even lead to harmful
interactions. One way to tackle co-adaptation are careful user-centered iterative
design cycles. It is important that test groups are frequently changed so that
problems can be found. This way, testers do not have enough interaction-time
with the system to adjust to the problems before the design problems have been
detected and �xed. Since the most common motivation for using adaptivity in se-
rious games is an optimization of the experience with regard to individual users,
manual means to interfere with changes made through the adaptive system, or to
correct them, can also avoid malicious co-adaptation. However, this challenge re-
mains elusive, and controlling for problems with co-adaptation requires detailed
observations of both the system and the user behavior, both during formative
iterative testing and during more summative evaluations and studies.

4 Adaptive Motion-based Games for Health

The need for adaptivity is frequently discussed in the context of Motion-based
Games for Health (MGH). This section will provide some background to explain
why that notion is frequently discussed and we will outline a number of major
design concerns and challenges with implementing adaptability and adaptivity
functionality for MGH.

Games for Health (GFH) are one of the major categories of serious games.
The class encompasses a number of sub-classes, such as games for health educa-
tion of professionals or the public, games for tracking general health behavior,
or games for practical health applications [76]. One common class of health ap-
plications in serious games are motion-based games for health (MGH).

4.1 Adapting to the Players

As detailed in the chapter on games for health in this book, MGH bear the
potential to motivate people to perform movements and exercises that would
otherwise be perceived as strenuous or repetitive, they o�er the potential to
provide feedback regarding the quality of motion execution especially in the
absence of a human professional (e.g., when executing physiotherapy exercises
at home), and they o�er the potential to gather objective information concerning
the medium- to long-term development of the users. Adaptability and adaptivity
are important aspects of MGH due to the often very heterogeneous abilities
and needs even within speci�c application areas. MGH have been developed for
a range of application areas such as children with cerebral palsy [42], people
in stroke recovery [4],[43], people with multiple sclerosis [64], or people with
Parkinson's disease [81]. In a game designed to support the rehabilitation of
stroke patients, for example, it may be necessary to facilitate game play while a



player is unable to employ a speci�c limb. It may, in fact, even be the target of
the serious game to support training of a largely non-functional limb.

With GFH it is also very apparent that the abilities and needs of an individual
player are not �xed over time, but instead �uctuate constantly. Recognizing the
following three general temporal classes of �uctuation can help designers with
structured considerations [82]:

� Long-term developments, such as age-related limitations [35], state of �tness,
chronic disease, etc., form an underlying base in�uence on the abilities and
needs of an individual.

� However, they are also in�uenced by medium-term trends such as learn-
ing e�ects, a temporary sickness, environmental factors such as season and
weather, etc.

� Lastly, short-term in�uences such as the current mood, potentially forgotten
medication, etc. can also play a considerable role.

Figure 7 outlines a visual summary of these aspects. While similar aspects also
play a role in other application areas of serious games, MGH make for a com-
prehensible concrete example.

Fig. 7. Three temporal categories of individually changing di�erences that a�ect player
abilities and needs in the context of GFH.

4.2 Adapting to Many Stakeholders

The considerations mentioned so far are framed by considerations of the player
as an individual. However, GFH typically have multiple stakeholders, and mod-
ern GFH are designed with multiple stakeholders in mind. Beyond the players,
whom the primary outcomes are usually targeting, doctors, therapists or other
caregivers, family members, guardians or other third parties that are closely
related to the player are involved in the larger context of GFH. Adaptive func-
tions may be employed with regard to their interests as well [80]. For example,



personalized reports based of GFH performance may be tailored for parents of
a child with cerebral palsy who regularly uses a GFH. Further parties are also
interested in the interaction with GFH or their subsystems, such as developers
and researchers, and the design of some GFH is beginning to take the interests
of these groups into account. Additional challenges arise when GFH feature a
multi-player mode. Adaptive functions can have a strong impact on the balancing
and the perception of the balancing by the players, which in turn may interfere
with the player experience [34]. While in many cases, it will simply be suggested
to avoid adaptivity in multiplayer settings, games without strong adaptability
and adaptivity are likely limited with regard to the level of heterogeneity of co-
players they support. Notably, balancing in the form of, for instance, �handicaps�
is common in analog physical activities (such as golf). However, it is reasonable
to expect measurable psychological impacts if games adapt very visibly, e.g., with
clearly notable rubber banding. In a study comparing rather visible with mostly
invisible adjustment methods in an established motion-based game, Gerling et
al. [34] have found that explicitly notable adjustments can reduce self-esteem
and feelings of relatedness in player pairs, whereas hidden balancing appears
to improve self-esteem and reduce score di�erential without a�ecting the game
outcome. It is also important to keep in mind that non-competitive multiplayer
settings will likely result in di�erent patterns of technique acceptance and re-
sulting game experience [92] and adaptive techniques may, for example, be less
intrusive when the player roles are not symmetrical.

4.3 Adapting to Further Context and Devices

There are various further aspects that can be important surrounding the usage
of adaptive systems. Examples are the need to adequately serve potential multi-
player situations, or the context of gameplay, i.e., where it is played, how much
space is needed, whether it happens at home or in a professional context, such
as a physiotherapy practice. In order to control for such impacts the possible
target environments can be modeled and simulated beforehand. However, this
is still an area in need of further research. The same goes for additional sensor
or control devices, which again hints at the complexity of adapting adequately
in real gaming situations - even if �simple� heuristics are used. These challenges
support the need for medium- to long-term studies and for studies that make
ecological validity a primary target.

Drawn together these aspects explain why commercial movement-based games
cannot simply be used for most serious health applications. Commercial products
lack matching design, target-group orientation (e.g., Xbox Kinect, Playstation
Move, EyeToy or Wii titles), and adaptability and adaptivity that is tailored
towards supporting a good game experience while also supporting the targeted
serious outcomes.



5 Application Examples

In the following, examples for the application of the described adaptation prin-
ciples of this chapter are presented. This includes a digital learning game for
image interpretation as well as games for health with a focus on kinesiatrics.

5.1 Lost Earth 2307 - Learning Game for Image Interpretation

The serious game Lost Earth 2307 (LE) is a digital learning game for educa-
tion and training in image interpretation. The game is part of ongoing research
projects to �nd solutions for an e�ective and lasting knowledge transfer in profes-
sional image interpretation. One element of the approach is to introduce adaptive
concepts to match the requirements of heterogeneous user groups and the addi-
tional requirement of e�cient training at the workplace. Lost Earth 2307 was
developed by the Fraunhofer Institute of Optronics, System Technologies and
Image Exploitation IOSB for the Air Force Training Center for Image Recon-
naissance (AZAALw) of the German Armed Forces [32].

The application domain of this game is image interpretation for reconnais-
sance, i.e., the identi�cation and analysis of structures and objects by experts
(image interpreters) according to a given task. The image data could be opti-
cal, radar, infrared, hyperspectral, etc. Radar image interpretation, for exam-
ple, is used in search and rescue operations to �nd missing earthquake victims.
However, peculiar e�ects of the radar imaging technology (e.g., compression of
distances by the foreshortening e�ect, or ghosting artifacts for moving objects)
make it hard for non-experts to interpret the resulting image data, hence expert
knowledge and experience is needed and people have to be trained [74]. Educa-
tion and training facilities have to handle very heterogeneous groups of students
varying in age, education, and technical background. The target group of LE
consists of students, mainly from the Generation Y, which are eager to play and
are going to be trained as image interpreters.

Lost Earth 2307 (�gure 8) is a 4X strategy game (4X as in eXplore, eXpand,
eXploit, and eXterminate) for training purposes. The explorative and exploiting
characteristics are mirrored in its game mechanics and are congruent with the
job description of an image interpreter. This encompasses the systematic iden-
ti�cation of all kinds of objects in challenging image data from various sensor
types.

The rationale for adaptivity is, besides the e�ective knowledge transfer by
personalized learning and recommendations for heterogeneous user groups, the
introduction of an intelligent tutoring agent which allows gaining advantages
by interlinking multiple software products for learning. Since this game is part
of a digital ecosystem of learning management systems, computer simulators
and serious games, the goal is to have an intelligent tutoring component for
adaptivity which can be attached to each learning system and which allows for
data interoperability to facilitate learning and training between multiple software
products [87]. Intelligent game-based learning systems are typically not designed
in interoperable ways. For adaptive serious games and adaptive simulations in



Fig. 8. Serious game Lost Earth 2307 for image interpretation training; (a) Bridge
scene for mission tasking; (b) adaptive storyboard pathways (the red X indicates elimi-
nation of a formerly optional, now mandatory path); (c) dynamic di�culty adjustment
with image modi�cations; (d) virtual agent with help and recommendations.

image interpretation the intelligent tutoring component is designed as an exter-
nal software system which follows commonly used interoperability standards for
data acquisition and information exchange. The solution approach is the develop-
ment of an adaptive interoperable tutoring agent, called �E-Learning AI� (ELAI)
which consists of multiple game engine adapters, a standardized communication
layer and an external intelligent tutoring agent which interprets the collected
data to adjust the game or simulation mechanics [87]. The interoperability lays
in the communication layer and its data format. Interlinking various computer
simulation systems and serious games can be done by using general purpose
communication architectures and protocols, for instance, the High Level Archi-
tecture (HLA) for distributed simulation systems interoperability. Additionally,
by using standardized data speci�cations like the Extended API (xAPI; also Tin
Can API ) [3] and Activity Streams [63], the interlinked systems not only gain
a common, learning-a�ne data exchange language (for intra-communication),
but they can also be integrated in networks of other learning systems which use
xAPI or Activity Streams (for inter-communication).

The adaptive aspects developed for Lost Earth 2307 are (1) dynamic adapta-
tion of storyboard pathways that are achieved by dynamically modifying the un-



derlying state-transition-models (e.g., eliminating crossings with optional paths
to retain only mandatory pathways); (2) modi�cation of imagery content in
the sense of Dynamic Di�culty Adjustment (DDA) (e.g., dynamically inserting
simple e�ects like clouds or, in the radar case, partial blurring, to make the iden-
ti�cation of objects more di�cult); and (3) dynamic injection of an Intelligent
Virtual Agent (IVA) [87] which gives context-sensitive guidance by providing
help- and learning material which �ts best (i.e., is most relevant) to the current
working context of the user [86]. Figure 8 b-d outline these aspects. Considering
the problematic outcomes of overly active or intrusive IVAs (like �Clippy� [59]),
the ELAI IVA must be actively triggered by the users to provide context-related
help and learning recommendations [86].

5.2 Motion-based Games for Health

The following sections discuss the adaptability and adaptivity of three consecu-
tive projects on motion-based games for health. In this chapter we only include
brief general introductions to the projects in order to provide su�cient back-
ground to contextualize our coverage of the aspects regarding presonalization
and adaptivity that are relevant to this chapter and are discussed in more de-
tail. A broader introduction and a more general discussion of the projects is
available in section 4.2 of the chapter on Games for Health in this volume.

WuppDi! - Motion-based Games for People with Parkinson's TheWup-
pDi! suite of games for patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) [9] was developed
following a user-centered, iterative approach, targeting a collection of games that
could support regular physiotherapy sessions for PD patients by o�ering an al-
ternative source of motivation. The suite features �ve games that are controlled
by hand or arm movements and implement wide motor action with a focus on
upper body activation and control. For details on the WuppDi! suite see the
chapter on games for health in this volume.

Although the game prototypes were repeatedly adjusted to be easier to use
and understand, and despite the fact that di�culty choices were available (as
classic options or changes in levels), early evaluations suggested that the games
were not able to fully cover for the very heterogeneous abilities and needs of
individual users from the target group. As a result the game Sterntaler (�gure
9) was augmented with an adaptive system based on heuristic DDA [81].

Details regarding the calibration of Range of Motion (ROM), the adaptivity
module and the results of a �rst evaluation can be found in Smeddinck et al.
[81]. In brief, while the calibration focuses on ROM, the game was changed to
be adaptive with regard to three aspects: ROM, accuracy, and speed (�gure 10).

Figure 11 shows an extension of the general model with a performance eval-
uation and a di�culty adjustment mechanism component mentioned above, by
introducing system boundaries, con�guration, and calibration. A study of the
adaptive components was performed with three participants over a course of �ve
sessions [81].



Fig. 9. Game Sterntaler. The hand cursor is controlled by a person standing in front of
a screen or display. Players have to collect streaks of stars that mirror therapeutically
helpful motion.

Fig. 10. Three adjustment mechanisms employed in the adaptive version of Sterntaler:
speed, accuracy, and range of motion (left to right).

Fig. 11. Schematic overview of a game architecture with mixed adaptability and adap-
tivity. Elements for advanced control allow for manual adjustments, while reach calibra-
tion and performance-based di�culty adaptation implement automated adjustments.



The results were promising in that the participants managed to reach the
calibrated target ROM thresholds almost without exception during the study
period. They also accepted the games and were not irritated by the updated
adjustment mechanisms. However, some challenges became more clear and addi-
tional challenges also became evident. The visibility of adjustments, for example,
proved to be potentially problematic, even though this was a singleplayer situa-
tion (and not a competitive multiplayer where obvious di�erences can be much
more problematic). Some questions also arose around the scoring. Remarks by
the participants in di�erent directions indicated that the question whether scor-
ing should be adjusted to re�ect the current internal di�culty level requires
further study. Lastly, even with only three participants, the detailed analysis
underlined the existence of extreme interpersonal di�erences and even the same
person could perform very di�erently with one arm compared to the another, or
perform di�erently from day to day, for example due to variations in medication
[81].

Spiel Dich Fit - Activating Motion-based Games for Older Adults Fol-
lowing up on the WuppDi! project, the project Spiel Dich Fit (SDF) aimed at
integrating a broader number of options for adaptability and more advanced
semi-automatic adaptivity. A suite of MGH was developed implementing acti-
vating movement games for older adults and for explorative use in physiotherapy,
prevention, and rehabilitation [83]. Accordingly, a con�guration tool for thera-
pists was developed alongside the games (�gure 12). Both elements were devel-
oped with a user-centered iterative design process featuring multiple formative
exploratory studies and continuous evaluations .

Fig. 12. Settings tool that allows therapists to perform detailed manual adaptations.

The project was followed by a medium-term study of the situated use of the
games and settings interface in a physiotherapy practice over the course of �ve
weeks [83]. The player performance, functional development, and experience have
been compared, as well as the therapist experience between a group working with
activating movement games in a garden setting with a manual settings interface.
The study included a group of therapists and participants working with the same
games and interface, but with added semi-automatic adaptivity, and a control



group that performed traditional physiotherapy exercises without MGH. Initial
results showed mixed impacts on experiential measures while the physiological
measure of functional reach increased signi�cantly more in both games groups
than it did in the traditional therapy group over the course of �ve weeks [83].

With regard to adaptability, the settings interface allowed the therapists to
perform personalized settings for range of motion (by active game screen zones;
�gure 12), required speed, motion accuracy, endurance (level duration) and com-
plexity (amount of active objects) for each level. These settings were subject to
a pre-study with ten therapists and were evaluated as being �easily understand-
able�, �useful for making meaningful adjustments�, and �allowing for e�cient
con�gurations�. Since therapists are likely to be able to make informed decisions
about the physical abilities much more so than about speci�c game performance
abilities of their patients, the decision was made to express options for manual
adaptation as parameters that relate to the player abilities (such as at what
speed a person can or should move) and not to speci�c ingame variables (e.g.,
how many apples per minute should appear on a tree to be picked by the player).
However, this does result in the need for a translation of the di�culty settings
that were performed by therapists into di�culty adjustments of actual ingame
variables. In SDF, these were achieved via the linear mapping of thresholded
variable ranges to normalized di�culty parameters from the interface. Since the
project did not encompass extended user models or a heavy focus on translatable
settings, the therapists supplied settings per player per game. An additional layer
of translation would be necessary to achieve the most e�cient way of providing
settings; only once per player; which could then be transformed into normalized
parameters for a potentially broad number of games. This method was found
to be preferred by the therapists, but it requires extensive balancing and would
likely bene�t from complex adaptive techniques that exceeded the scope of the
project.

The approach to adaptivity in SDF is illustrated in �gure 13. It featured a
mixed model for semi-automatic adaptivity. In that approach, manual settings
provide keyframes between which optimal, but manually determined candidate
settings are interpolated. Player performance is then allowed to �uctuate around
the target level of performance within a certain threshold (�gure 14). Dynamic
di�culty adjustments are performed if the thresholds are violated in order to
assure an adequate game experience while still driving the player towards the
targeted serious goals. This model was found to be well-accepted by the thera-
pists in the study and allowed for steady performance increases without notable
frustration among the patients [83].

While the medium-term study showed promising e�ects with non-frail older
adults, and the options for adaptability were found to be telling and easy to use
for therapists, the semi-automatic adaptivity did not lead to large di�erences
between the two game groups (i.e., compared to purely manual settings). The
mixed model with di�culty parameters, that where oriented around the physi-
ological abilities of each player and which where con�gured on a per player per
game basis, requires at least semi-regular active involvement by therapists. Ad-



Fig. 13. (Left to right) Screenshots of the games from Spiel Dich Fit employed in
the medium-term study; apple picking and catching locusts; balancing with butter�ies
(with a player from the target group); the settings interface for controlling adaptations
and adaptivity.

Fig. 14. Adaptivity approach in the Spiel Dich Fit project by dynamic di�culty ad-
justment.

ditionally, automatic adjustments in some cases quickly reached thresholds that
did not respect the abilites and needs of all members of the target population,
so that notably suboptimal situations did occur. The following project Adaptify
was thus designed to tackle these potential areas for improvements.

Adaptify - Personalized Playful Programs in Therapy for Chronic

Lower-back Pain The project Adaptify focuses on improvements in adapt-
ability and adaptivity in GFH. The objectives are to a focus on (1) low-friction
applicability in real world situated use; (2) sensor augmentation with pressure
sensitive mats in addition to optical skeleton tracking; and (3) to establish a com-
mercially competitive production quality for a new generation of GFH for lower
back pain a�ictions. The main goals in this regard are far-reaching yet highly
e�cient options for manual settings, fast onboarding of new users, and powerful
automatic adaptivity that results in less frequent need of manual therapist ad-
justments. To these ends, player models are built that are supported by a rich
multi-sensor data image of the psychophysiological state of the players. These
models are augmented with models of typical developments during treatment
and aggregated developments of clustered groups that allow for similarity-based
adaptivity.

First results regarding manual adaptations show promise in using body-based
and user-centric settings on tablet devices. This approach can produce further
bene�ts by o�ering visual support for communication about patient abilities and



development between therapists and patients, or between therapists and other
therapists [84].

There is a considerable complexity in the endeavor of creating an advanced
adaptive MGH as outlined for the Adaptify project. Next to well-designed man-
ual adaptation, reliable performance data must be collected, the system must
allow for player or patient feedback to be taken into account, and modules for
data storage, analysis, and action strategies must be realized for the automatic
adaptation. Notably, a considerable amount of e�ort in research and develop-
ment around adaptive GFH is not concerned with the games themselves, but
with various aspects of the surrounding ecosystem. Manual adaptation requires
not only a detailed yet functional and e�ective selection of parameters that
translate into ingame settings, and likely bene�ts from calibration to support
therapists in their decision making, the interfaces must also o�er a very good
usability and at least adequate user experience (e.g., cf. illustration in �gure 15).
When manual settings are presented, there are a number of important aspects
to consider: The parameters should be easy to understand and they should re-
late to meaningful ingame variables. They should also not be encumbering (i.e.,
a limited total number of dimensions and possibly a hierarchical presentation
with more advanced settings in deeper layers). Lastly, the optimal parameter
mapping from the therapist interface to ingame settings is often not linear. Typ-
ically, because of ease-of-use and intuitive adjustment possibilities the therapist
interface provides access to linearly scaling and normalized setting parameters.
However, these linear settings must be mapped to nonlinear ingame parameters.
Advanced systems for adaptability and adaptivity can make use of modular ar-
chitectures to make portions of such solutions re-usable, since they are expensive
upon �rst implementation.

Fig. 15. Therapist interacting with an early concept of an updated settings interface
for motion-based games for health in the project Adaptify.



Therapists involved with the project reported that a con�guration and set-
tings process should not take longer than two minutes per patient. Additionally,
therapists reported that they are not likely to �nd the time to perform weekly ad-
justments for each individual patient. Adaptive systems that partially automate
the settings are thus called for, but they require rich feedback from (multiple)
sensors with matching data analysis and performance metrics that are not triv-
ial. Next to extensive data storage and adequate and tested adaptation schemes,
machine learning and data mining are more likely to play an integral role the
larger the involved data sets or the more complex the involved parameter spaces
grow.

6 Technical Challenges

Various technical challenges exist which hinder adaptive games and adaptive
concepts from easy spreading to other (game) engines, software applications, or
to other domains or application areas. Some of these challenges are presented
in the following. The technical challenges for personalization and adaptation
of games with a focus on serious games are oriented around the core technical
concepts of this chapter, i.e., data or content interoperability, modularization of
content (e.g., splitting game episodes or scenes into smaller atomic chunks for
�exible reorganization), as well as technical measurement of the players' intrinsic
(e.g., learning) states or physical capabilities.

One key challenge in personalization and adaptation is the interoperability
of data. The usage of commonly used standards for data representation enables
systems to e�ectively exchange data and information. Re-using established adap-
tation and personalization strategies or modules only becomes possible when the
implemented data schemata are interoperable (e.g., allowing data exchange on
usage activity or content) with other serious games. Interoperable content can
enable game engines to use content from other engines and incorporate it into
their own settings. Interoperable data on usage activities can facilitate game
analytics and provide the grounds for a broader and deeper understanding of
player behavior beyond the limitations of one single engine [87]. In the learning
domain, the Experience API (xAPI; also Tin Can API ) speci�cation provides
an approach to e�ective and �exible data-transfer between di�erent kinds of
systems, e.g., between Learning Management Systems (LMS) and game engines
or computer simulators. The xAPI makes use of the Activity Streams data for-
mat which is also being used for tracking activities in social networks, e.g., by
Facebook, Google+ and others.

A further challenge, which is related to interoperability, is the modulariza-
tion of content. This is still an active �eld of research and raises multiple techni-
cal challenges, for example how to (automatically) decontextualize content into
stand-alone chunks, and how to semantically annotate those in a standardized
interoperable fashion. The adaptation of games along personalized, individual
pathways is only possible with modularized content, i.e., content which can be
realigned and is not tightly integrated. Modularization at the same time facili-



tates e�ective interoperability. When content is modularized into smaller compo-
nents (modules, building blocks, bits, etc.), application programming interfaces
for exchanging information about such components, their handling, as well as
for their(re-)combination must be considered. Existing metadata standards could
be used as base schemata and be adapted for modularization of game content.
An example of such a metadata base schema for the educational domain is the
IEEE Learning Object Model (LOM) which has a built-in �exibility through a
speci�cation of application pro�les for speci�c contexts [47].

Furthermore, it is still unclear how to technically measure the current immer-
sion level of a player without breaking that very immersion, as asking players to
respond to surveys would. The information on the current level of attention of
the player is crucial for the adaptivity engine to automatically react and adapt
the game. Of course, there are models from the cognitive sciences which can
provide information about the cognitive state of the players (or learners) after
monitoring them. Technical sensory devices could provide the system with data
on the physiological state of the users [61]. Human Computer Interfaces (HCI),
in particular Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI) could provide some insight in
what kind of (cognitive) states the users of serious games are. The aforemen-
tioned techniques are just beginning to be employed for these purposes, yet such
explorations appear worthwhile in order to investigate the neurophysiological
basis for player engagement and for achieving the respective serious outcomes.

7 Research Questions

A general research question for personalized and adaptive (learning) games con-
cerns the actual e�ects of such games � positive or negative. Especially for
adaptive serious games: what is the long-term learning outcome? Measuring
the short-term e�ects of games is doable and can provide the researcher with
valuable information to optimize the feedback-loop. Medium- to long term eval-
uations, however, are complex and expensive. A further research question is how
to assess the individual e�ects of di�erent adaptive components within a broader
setting. Generalizing results, i.e., inferring from single measurements to global
statements, becomes more complex the more components are at interplay.

A further crucial question with adaptivity is when to adapt to the user.
Decision making in this regard could include the measurement of immersion or
other cognitive states. As noted before, user acceptance of both manual and
automatic adjustments needs to be taken into consideration. Models like the
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [25],[96] could assist in gaining information
on this matter. The TAM by Davis [25] lists factors which in�uence the perceived
usefulness and perceived usability of a technological system, and it o�ers a model
of how these aspects a�ect the acceptance by the users.

Another venue of open research questions is prediction and anticipation. The
most common current approaches with heuristics-based DDA are reactive. This
means that they react when a problematic con�guration is detected through
implicit or explicit feedback, indicating that the current settings are relatively



suboptimal. By integrating user and world models, the impact of supposed adap-
tations can be estimated, theoretically allowing for a smaller number of subop-
timal situations. Figure 16 outlines a typical cycle of adaptive gameplay: Some
serious game is played and leads to a certain player experience. That experience
or player performance are measured and an adjustment mechanism alters the
game to keep the experience or performance in desired bounds. Such a process
can be augmented with a predictive anticipatory loop before the actual adjust-
ments are performed (as illustrated by the box with red outline in Figure 16).
To determine how di�erent candidate adaptations would likely impact resulting
play, experience, and performance, and to select the most viable candidate set-
tings, such loops are typically run in simulations against user and world models.
Depending on the player reactions following a choice and enaction of changes,
world and user models can be adjusted. Due to the complexity of the required
models, such anticipatory approaches are not yet commonly used in research
prototypes or commercial serious games. However, in terms of general predictive
personalization, such techniques have the potential to largely avoid maladapta-
tions, making this area a very interesting spot for future research.

Fig. 16. Reactive adaptive systems can potentially be extended to prevent maladap-
tations by introducing a predictive anticipatory loop; it simulates various settings can-
didates and the likely e�ects on the player experience and performance to identify the
most optimal adjustments.



8 Summary & Outlook

Since the topic of personalized and adaptive serious games is highly multi-
disciplinary, this chapter focuses on selected general principles, models, and
techniques which are relevant in the eyes of the authors. Regarding the tar-
geted audience of this book (doctoral students and topic-a�ne scientists) this
chapter provides the readers with a solid basis for further investigations on the
topic of adaptivity for serious games.

We discuss the general principles of adaptation in detail together with the
objectives of adaptivity, common challenges, and discuss approaches to tackling
these challenges. We include a process model of the adaptive cycle as a general
framework for adaptivity. The central challenges of the cold-start problem and
co-adaptation are discussed in relation to adaptivity and personalization. Fur-
thermore, we discuss the basics for adaptivity in learning games, and games for
health, in particular in motion-based games for health. Since the challenge of
heterogeneous user groups is especially pronounced in the health area, person-
alization and adaptation are of high relevance for this domain.

Although there is a growing interest in adaptive serious games, not many
real application examples - in the sense of broad operational application - have
yet been reported. High costs for design, authoring, and the technical imple-
mentation of both the games (including the serious game elements) and the
adaptation system (the adaptivity) are reasons why the production of adaptive
serious games is still not widely observed. This underlines the necessity for reli-
able and easily transferable concepts to e�ectively and e�ciently create serious
games with adaptive components.

Given the current developments in computing �elds such as arti�cial intelligence
and data analysis that produce methods that can be applied to this use case,
personalization and adaptivity are likely to have an interesting future in serious
games.

Real-time adaptivity is still hindered by the mostly static models and static
content, as well as by limited data capturing and processing capabilities of the
current generation consumer systems. Both aspects are seeing rapid change with
the advent of new techniques from procedural content generation, more capa-
ble, compact, and highly connective system-on-a-chip computing devices, as well
as with capable and a�ordable sensor devices for context tracking, like gesture
recognition (e.g., Xbox Kinect, Playstation Move, etc.) or eye tracking devices
(e.g., EyeX, Eye Tribe Tracker Pro, etc.). With online adaptive content gener-
ation and real interoperability of data, models, and content, an adaptive game
could modify not only the game mechanics to match the user's needs, but also
edit, generate or collect new content which better �ts the current situation of
the user. In regard to interoperability, some strong foundations are already laid
by the Linked Open Data (LOD) [12] initiative, or, in the educational context,
by the Open Educational Resources (OER) [10],[24] initiative.

Whereas this chapter mostly focuses on adaptivity in respect to the human
operator, future work is going to include adaptivity in respect to production



processes and the simulation or game itself. The latter aspect introduces self-
learning and self-adapting systems, which have not been included in this chapter.
A driving force behind adaptive serious games is the promise that companies and
institutions can reduce the costs for repeated updates and customizations. For
instance, a serious game for the training of speci�c logistics processes could not
only personalize the training program to the human operators but also self-adapt
to changing logistics requirements and processes. While such solutions will likely
require prior breakthroughs in the underlying �elds of computer science, current
approaches to adaptivity and personalization in games already show promising
results and given the rapidly broadening range of application scenarios for serious
games, with widely di�erent users, methods to e�ectively and e�ciently increase
player experience and performance with regard to the targeted serious outcomes
are highly sought-after.

9 Further Reading

� Van Eck, Richard. 2007. Building Arti�cially Intelligent Learning Games.
In Games and Simulations in Online Learning: Research and Development
Frameworks, edited by David Gibson, Clark Aldrich, and Marc Prensky,
271�307. Hershey, PA, USA: IGI Global. [91]
This book chapter describes how to construct intelligent learning games based
on theories and technologies in education, instructional design, arti�cial in-
telligence, and cognitive psychology.

� Millington, Ian, and Funge, John. 2009. Arti�cial Intelligence for Games.
CRC Press. [58]
This book on game A.I. development explains numerous A.I. examples from
real games in detail. Furthermore it introduces many techniques little used by
game developers today which could also be advantageous for adaptive games.

� Ritterfeld, U., Cody, M., and Vorderer, P. 2009. Serious Games: Mechanisms
and E�ects. Defence Management Journal. Volume 12. [73]
This book gives a general academic overview on the mechanisms and e�ects
of serious games which should be considered when designing concepts for
adaptive games.
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